
                   Goodmans K-9 Companions 

 

Breed _____PWC________________ 

Buyer _______________ 

Adress  ______________________________ 

City ________________ State ________________ Zip _______ 

Phone ______________ 

Email _____________________________ 

SIre ____________ 

Dam _________ 

Sex _______ 

Color & Markings _______________________________ 

Microchip Number __________________________________________________ 

DOB ________ 

Purchase Price ___________ 

LImited or Full AKC ______________________ 

 The Following Agreement is Between Goodmans K-9 Companions hereafter Known as Seller & 

_____________Known as Buyer 

Seller Guarantees the Above- Described Animal to be in good Health to the best of our Knowledge at 

the time of the sale and for the first 72 hours after time of Pickup or Shipping / Delivery . The said 

Puppy/ Dog has had all age appropriate inoculations and Deworming . This does NOT Include and of 

the common treatable sickness they can pick up as young babies such as Worms or coccidiosis , 

common cold,kennel cough etc..That the above- described animal may be returned to seller for any 

reason within 48 hours of the time of purchase and sell will transfer the money paid at that time on 

said puppy to a future puppy of equal value. Buyer shall assume full responsiblity for the health , 

anatomical make-up, appearance and temperment of the above animal following said 48 hours period 

for a health check . 

If a Verterinarian finds the puppy to have a contagious disease or to be in general poor physical 

condition the seller will replace with another of comparible quality should the seller own or be able to 



secure such a dog within a resonable period of time.The seller reserves the right to a second 

veterinarian's opinion of the sellers choosing at the expense of the seller. If a vetirinarian does not 

examine the puppy within 72 hours the above guarantee's are no longer in effect. 

Seller Guarantees above described dog to be free of any inheritable disease that can cause death or 

serious impairment of vital functions in the puppy until such puppy is ONE year old. If such an 

inheritable diseaseis documented by a licenesed veterinarian and presented to the seller with 

sufficient supporting evidence. The buyer will be entiled to a replacement puppy of comparible 

Quality, The seller reserves the right to a second veterinarians opinion ( Vet of sellers choosing ) at the 

expense of the seller. 

Seller guarantees the above - described dog to be of sound temperment that is to be neither shy nor 

agressive as to render the dog unfit companion. This guarantee of temperment is effect only until the 

dog reaches one year of age,.If sold as a puppy and contingent upon resonable proof that any defect in 

temperment is not the result of lack of Proper Care or abuse or training on the part of the buyer. 

if for ANY reason the buyer is unable to keep the above described puppy the puppy is to be returned 

to the seller for placement in a home of sellers choice. Buyer agrees to surrender the puppy / dog if 

the need arises. along with AKC Papers  

It is also further understood by the buyer , that above described Dog must always have adequate 

shelter  and care..Buyer agrees to comply with these rules upon purchase of one our our puppies / 

dogs 

Deposits are 1/3 of the price of the puppy and seller assigns buyer the option to acquire the dog 

described. Guaranteed that the dog / puppy will not be sold to any other party other than the buyer 

until dog reaches and age of 9 weeks . The Deposits are NON refundable unless said puppy should die 

before 8 weeks of age. and then in that case the deposit is transfered over to a future puppy of rqual 

quality.Balance MUST be paid 1 week before pickup or shipping of said puppy.we will not get the 

puppy the final exam and health cert until paid in full. 

If being sold with FUll AKC Buyer agrees not to breed before 18 months old on a female and 14 months 

old for a male.and buyer agrees to only breed to AKC Pembroke welsh Corgi NO cross breeding or 

buyer agrees to return said puppy to the seller imediately. 

You are purchasing with rights to be able to breed your puppy to another AKC register PWC BUT there 

is NO GUARANTEE this puppy will produce or place in a show. This simply means you can register your 

future litter IF one is produce. This is what FULL REGISTRATION means by me the breeder. There are 

NO EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS when buying as a breeder or as a show dog if you have any future 

problems of them not being able to produce, sterile, inverted, future defective babies, place in a 

show, etc. ANYTHING PERTAINING TO BREEDING OR SHOWING OR HEALTH (HEALTH FALLS UNDER MY 

72 HOUR RULE FOR HEALTH) IS NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES, I can not predict the future if these will 

be able to produce. Also I have a 72 hour rule for health, once the 72 hours has passed there are no 

more warranties for this puppy. This is to give you enough time to take them to a vet for a check up 



and to establish you a vet. Anything pass the 72 hours is not honored. 72 hours starts from the time 

you receive your baby either from a Nanny, airport, ground transportation or from us. If you are 

purchasing a male as a breeder, I will provide a statement from our vet that both testicles have been 

found, once you have the male in your possession and your vet does not find them there is NO 

REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. Our vet found them at the time of his check up and once the baby leaves 

our home we are not responsible or be held liable for anything or expenses. See below for hernias. 

Once my vet has inspected them and gave them an all clear I will let you know but again I will not do 

an exchange or refund if your vet finds something else after my vet’s exam. I stand by my vet and only 

my vet’s findings not yours. If your male’s testicles are not both down and our vet will not document 

that they have not found both, I will offer and exchange when I have one available. It will be at 

breeder’s discretion which male puppy to pick from. Please be aware this can take up to a few months 

or maybe even a year for the replacement due to how many we have that are pregnant at that time 

Buyer understand there are NO refunds under any circumstance's 

Buyer agrees if they should default on this contract at anytime for any reason they will surrender said 

listed puppy/ dog and the AKC registration papers signed transfer to breeder with any hesitation. 

Buyer agrees to let the seller register said puppy with the name starting with GOODMANS ( 

______________________) ..buyer has 30 days from pickup or shipping date. to send seller a name 

they choose to have as registered name. Puppy papers will not be sent in until buyer has the puppy in 

their posession.  

 

Buyer Signature _____________________________________Date ___________________ 

Seller Signature _____________________________________Date ___________________ 

 


